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Bedrosians
Tile and Stone Remodels
it’s Systems for Speed and Style
“In terms of the improving efficacy of back-office functions, the accuracy of inventory levels, costs, predicting demand, and
greater visibility, Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations had the biggest impact on our company.”
-Larry Bedrosian, CEO

Bedrosians Tile and Stone operates forty-five retail locations across the country, as well as Bedrosians.com, distribution centers,
and trucking operations to quickly deliver on-trend products to customers at affordable prices.
Adapting to sudden shifts of otherwise stable business variables can determine a company's competitive survival. Bedrosians Tile
and Stone understood that to run cost-effective trucking operations, distribution centers, stores, and online marketplaces, they
needed to better operational systems that allowed them to adjust quickly, and confidently.
Optimizing the movement of their globally sourced product- tile and stone products that are weighed in tons, not pounds, and
that are subject to complex tariffs-was critical to their goal of delivering affordably priced products from the quarry to the
countertop.

Customer name: Bedrosians Tile and Stone
Industry: Retail; Distribution
Country: United States
Customer website: https://www.bedrosians.com/en/
Employee size: 1000+
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A Natural Choice

“We have made several changes to our Financial reports
and processes. The Real Dynamics team has been

Selecting a durable solution capable of changing with a
growing business was top of mind for Chief Information

Mix
and inMatch
instrumental
this journey & introducing better ways of
doing things in the organization.”
-Larry Bedrosian,
CEO, Bedrosian Tile and Stone

Officer, Nirbhay Gupta. In short, Gupta knew that the company
needed a replacement for its 30 year old ERP system that could
integrate with their advanced warehousing and modern POS
systems, do operational heavy-lifting, and provide accurate

Bedrosians needed an ERP system that could support the rigor

and meaningful analytics. Of equal concern, was

of the company's daily operations. Moreover, it had to work

implementation partners' ability to optimize business

alongside a state-of-the-art Point of Sale system internally built

processes and manage the organizational change along the

to support the business's nuances and a best-in-class

way. After a rigorous selection process, Bedrosians selected

Warehousing system.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations and
implementation partner Real Dynamics to bring it together.

“Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations is built on
new technologies that gave us easy access to the services we

On-Trend, On-Time

wanted. The solution aligns with our enterprise architecture,
and the Real Dynamics team helped us build integrations and

Bedrosians needed an intelligent solution for timely

provide a seamless experience to our users," says Gupta.

replenishment planning across their distribution centers and
stores. Moreover, because of their product's nature, they

Meaningful Meetings

needed to be mindful of freight and its impact on inventory
cost. Now, with Azure Machine Learning models that work with

With Dynamics 365 now governing the company’s data along

operational data in Dynamics 365, Bedrosians keeps inventory

with the other modern systems, teams have deployed Power BI

aging minimal and accurately forecasts demand-getting

for both executive and regional managers.

products into the hands of contractors, designers, and
homeowners on-trend and on-time.
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As a result people can now speak the same strategic language

Real Dynamics Perspective

in meetings.“We now have a lot better visibility into our
business at different levels in the organization. The team
creates dashboards in Power BI, which gives better visibility into
KPI's we track and empowers them to make decisions quickly.
We have power users building Power BI reports instead of
waiting for IT to build specific reports for us,” says Bedrosian.

Virtual War Room

Microsoft has made significant R&D investments in its suite of
Dynamics 365 products over the last several years. It is an
exciting time for us at Real Dynamics to offer Dynamics 365
Finance and Operations and provide a real impact to our
customers.

We could not have expected any better support from Larry

Expected by no one, the Bedrosians go-live took place during

and the management team who drove change throughout the

the emerging weeks of the COVID-19 crisis. This

organization and adopted best practices. Moreover, they had a

unprecedented scenario required the core business team,

business transformation vision and a robust technical

process owners, and Real Dynamics, to conduct the go-live

foundation laid out by the Nirbhay.

activities and cutover weekend remotely.
With our team's implementation experience and global
In advance of the go-live, the project team quickly pivoted to

presence, in collaboration with Bedrosian's internal project

using Microsoft Teams for all communications involving chat,

teams, together, we delivered an integrated solution to a

voice calls, and screen sharing during the weeks and months

competitive business when it needed it most.

before the go-live.
“Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations with
“Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
helped us improve business processes and adopt industry
best practices for our backend operations. Change
management was a critical part of our success as we were

Power BI, Azure Machine learning for demand planning,
and the Power Platform has been a great start. They now
have a great foundation to continue transformation
journey with many other investments from Microsoft.”
-Yogesh Kasat,

moving from the 30-year-old platform and did not want to

Principal at Real Dynamics

re-create the same processes in the new system. The Real

yogesh.kasat@realdynamics.com

Dynamics team understood our business and presented us
with multiple solutions to meet our requirements, and
pushed back on requirements that needed to change. We
could not have expected better partnership with the
system integrator.”
-Nirbhay Gupta,
CIO, Bedrosian Tile and Stone
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations
Microsoft Power BI
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning
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